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A Guide to Effective Language 
Practice Using ChatGPT

40 Years of 
Empowering

Teachers

FREE ACADEMIC SESSION FOR ENGLISH TEACHERS

This presentation explores the transformative role of chatbots in augmenting language skills, serving as a
comprehensive guide to effective language practice. As digital language learning tools continue to evolve, chatbots
have emerged as invaluable companions for learners seeking immersive and personalized experiences. The
presentation navigates through the selection process, guiding participants in choosing the right chatbot tailored to
their language proficiency and individualized goals. Emphasizing the significance of regular practice, the session
delves into initiating conversations, receiving constructive feedback, and strategically utilizing chatbots to reinforce
language skills. Participants will discover how chatbots simulate real-life scenarios, enabling practical language use in
contexts such as ordering food or asking for directions. With an exploration of multimedia options and insights into
engaging conversations with native speakers, the presentation encourages a holistic approach to language learning.
Users are empowered to monitor their progress, celebrating milestones while actively contributing to chatbot
improvements through feedback. 

Kashfia Latafat has done double masters in Economics and International Relations from

the University of Karachi. Additionally, she pursued a B.Ed. in Educational Leadership &

Management and a PDQ in teaching and learning from Cambridge University. Over the span

of eighteen years, she has immersed herself in the field of education, serving as a Lecturer,

Researcher, and Teacher Trainer in prestigious private organizations.

Join Zoom Meeting
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